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WHAT IS LUXURY ESCAPES 
FOR NEXT JOURNEY?
Coco Mymy started Next Journey – an Instagram photo blog to share inspiring 
travelling and lifestyle stories around the world. Thus, Next Journey 
is a community of story tellers about lifestyle, hotels & resorts, gastronomy, 
people and places.

Next Journey is a platform where I want to inspire the community of the travel-
lers, lifestyle and arts lovers to share and create their memorable slide of life. 
 
From here, my community can take a virtual escape from ordinary life, 
to discover new stories beyond their geographic borders.

Designed as a resource for discerning travellers that like to travel in style... 

LIVE .  LAUGH .  LOVE.  



The heartbeat of the blog echoes Mymy’s own stories; she stands out from 
the crowd with her breadth of experience. Working for 10 years as a travel 
professional (media, Hotels, Tourism Boards); she travels extensively,
knows who to speak to (to navigate the loopholes), and most importantly 
she is a  lifestyle trendsetter. With the same needs as her readers, 
the discerning travellers – Mymy aims to offer an insider’s guide... 

Loving nothing more than dispensing advice on the good things in life 
(she has a mean ‘little black book’).  

A resource to share helpful tips and make the right choice for the next
journey; she tries the services  and products, then report  on the experiences. 

Beyond her experiences as a travel blogger, Mymy’s stories have been 
featured on the world’s leading publication including The New York Times, 
Forbes, F-TV and magazine, Etihad Airlines Inflight magazine, 
Business Women, Her World,…

NEXT JOURNEY



Luxury travel including resorts, skiing, cruising, and urban escapes. 
Travel stories from around the globe; with a special focus on South East 
Asia, Indian Ocean and the South Pacific. Hotels and resorts are 
Mymy’s thing. When she was eleven she lived in a resort for three month 
and her fate was sealed. She has been seeking that lifestyle ever since. 

Unfortunately a hotel is not her permanent address; but a total experience 
in a place she has never been is her preferred location. 
She keeps an eye on the detail and lets her readers know why they should 
follow her lead. Good customer service is Nirvana - bad - well let’s just say 
Mymy is not afraid to point out the path to improvement. 

Features: reviews (travel & related products, luxury cars, travel fashion) 
& ‘frequent flyer’ interviews (travel inspiration). 

WHAT TOPICS DOES 
NEXT JOURNEY COVER?



NEXT JOURNEY 
AT GLANCE



“Mymy’s amazing eye for detail, and many years of experience, allow her to offer a unique perspective in reviewing products and 
services. She writes with an authentic voice that resonates with her readers, reflecting an authority that works well for our brand...’ 
- Isaac Bober, Practical Motoring”

”This is spot on advice. I wish I’d read it before travelling next time”

“...a lot of the items on your check list are relevant for luxury escapes with or without small people. I do like to lap up the luxury 
when I’m away so next time I’m booking I’ll be looking at your list!”

”Thanks for the incredible travel info, I may just have to start planning my next adventure!”

“This is my first time visiting your blog, and I will definitely be back :) I love the honest review!”

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING 
ABOUT NEXT JOURNEY?
Ever growing brand comments and reader engagement 



Next Journey enjoys a constantly growing following of 
loyal readers who are passionate about the luxury 
lifestyle and travel.

Readers of the blog are global - although 
predominantly Asian and Causian living in 
cosmopolitan cities in Asia, UK, US and Australia.
As trendsetters, lifestyle savvy, senior professional, 
social elites, they enjoy finer things in life. 

Readers are loyal to brands/products and services that 
deliver. Having someone help with part of the decision 
making process is a dream – Luxury escapes for the 
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SOUTH EAST ASIA



SOCIAL BUTTERFIY

33.9% 26.8% 88.9%

* Source: Iconosquare
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BRANDS THE NEXT JOURNEY
HAS WORKED WITH



HOTEL & RESORT FEATURES











































Brand Ambassadorships
Product Reviews / Samples / Competitions / Giveaways Sponsored Posts / Events 
/ Travel familiarisations 

Social Media Promotions
Videos (On request )

Sponsored posts

Brand information will be featured as part of Luxury Escapes for Next Journey 
editorial content, adapted to fit Mymy’s writing and layout style. 

The post will be replicated on her social media channels (Instagram, Facebook, 
Blog) and will be received by all feed subscribers. 

All sponsored content will be clearly identified for readers. 

LET’S GET TOGETHER



Increase brand talkability and exposure on online sphere

Increase search ranking through generating backlinks inserted in posts

Immediate surge on brand engagement with real guests 

Create social sharing and direct booking in online community

Provide viral buzz about new product/service launch, hotel & resort promotions

BRANDING AND MARKETING 
BENEFITS WITH NEXT JOURNEY



Thank You!


